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The Italians Twin Surprise By Elizabeth Lennox
Dana Miller wanted anonymity, invisibility and security. She'd given up ambition
and excitement a year ago when she'd witnessed a murder. Now she was
running from men who were trying to keep her from testifying. Finding a job
inside the palace of the Sheik of Odar was perfect! No one associated with any
criminal enterprises could get onto the palace grounds. She'd assumed working
in the palace would keep her safe, but that was before Sheik Hassan Bin FaisirAl-Takar promoted her to his executive assistant. She lost her anonymity, her
security and her heart to the dynamic sheik who turned her world upside down.
Hassan had never met anyone as independent and spirited, not to mention
beautiful, lush and opinionated as the ever cheerful Dana Miller. Everything about
her was the opposite of what he expected, including her job interview where she
tried to convince him that she would be a terrible person for the job. How could
he not fall for someone like that? He just needed to find out what she was hiding!
Harry Mathews’s last novel is one of his most accessible—and perhaps one of his
best Harry Mathews's brilliant final work, The Solitary Twin, is an engaging
mystery that simultaneously considers the art of storytelling. When identical twins
arrive at an unnamed fishing port, they become the focus of the residents'
attention and gossip. The stories they tell about the young men uncover a
dizzying web of connections, revealing passion, sex, and murder. Fates are
surprisingly intertwined, and the result is a moving, often hilarious, novel that
questions our assumptions about life and literature.
Trapped by a promise to his sister to not seduce "Jo", Prince Rais del Abbas
Samara is stunned when Jo turns out to be "Joline" and she’s beautiful. He
adheres to the letter of the promise through the end of the weekend, but once
Joline is back in New York, all bets are off. Joline can't believe how raw and
powerful her best friend's brother turns out to be. Unfortunately, his position as
Minister of Finance and her family history make it impossible to follow through on
the attraction she feels for the incredible man. He might be everything she could
ever want in a mate, but he’s off limits. However, Rais is not one to be easily
deterred – he’s determined to have Joline as his wife. Joline is just as resolved
to avoid matrimony to the commanding prince. But how is she to resist him when
he sets her blood on fire every time he walks into a room?
Ella is young and impressionable, and awed by Zayn who comes back into her
life like a returning hero. After one night of passion, not only has her hero fallen,
but so has she. Pregnant and terrified, Ella realizes that Zayn has disappeared
for the second time in her life with no explanation and no clues as to where he’s
gone. But she works hard and survives, raising her son on her own. When she
sees Zayn again six years later, she is determined not to be blinded by his
overwhelming presence again. She can’t trust him this time. Unfortunately, nor
can she ignore the fiery passion that seems to flare up whenever Zayn comes
close to her. She’s a fighter, though. And she won’t give in to that passion like
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she did the last time he swooped into her life. She is stronger, she can push him
away. Can’t she? Zayn can’t believe he’s finally found Ella again! An
emergency took him away from her years ago and she disappeared. But this
time, he won’t lose her! When he discovers that he also has a five year old son,
Zayn is thrilled, eager to bring both of them back to his country. He doesn’t
understand Ella’s resistance to him. Gone is the soft, vivacious woman he
remembers holding in his arms. But this Ella is even more beautiful, more lush
and sensuous. And he refuses to believe that what they felt for each other the
last time can’t be revived. He won’t lose her a second time! He can’t!
Jilted at the altar! Good grief, Jasmine really could pick ‘em! But she was
resilient and decided to go on the honeymoon anyway. She would learn to live as
an independent woman and be happy with her life. What she hadn’t anticipated
was falling into the arms of the horrible, critical and enticingly handsome Antoniv
Petrov. Literally! His strong arms and wealth were everything she could not want
in a man. She had to find her own way! Her sisters had both fallen for wealthy,
powerful men and Jasmine was determined to be different. Besides, Antoniv only
wanted a sexual relationship and the Hart sisters seemed to have inherited a
crazy fertility somehow – both had gotten pregnant despite precautions. So there
was no way she was going to risk getting involved with the amazingly handsome
Russian billionaire. There were too many reasons to stay away from him. But
only one reason she couldn’t – she wanted him! Antoniv couldn’t believe the
little spitfire who had fallen into his arms. She was a sexy little siren that he was
determined to have in his bed. One by one, he eliminated all of the excuses she
had for avoiding a relationship with him. And in the end, Antoniv Petrov always
gets what he wants.
Five years ago, Janine Hart fell in love – and her world fell apart. She found
herself pregnant and in love with a man who didn’t know how to love. Anyone!
So she left and came back to the arms of her family, pulled her life together and
gave birth to two beautiful twin daughters. Now Micah is back and he wants to try
again. He’s willing to try things her way, but can she risk being hurt again? And
how was she to explain that he was a father? How could she tell this powerful,
Italian male that she wouldn’t put herself into that position again – especially
when she couldn’t avoid falling into his arms?
While strolling the runways of Milan, Andie sees him and her heart begins to
race. There is just something about the man that changes her world, makes
everything brighter and happier. The more she gets to know Antonio, the more
she falls in love with him. When their relationship reaches a physical crescendo,
she tells him how her heart has fallen for him, thinking that he feels the same
way. Unprepared, and suffering from a painful history with love, Antonio’s
faltering response breaks her heart. Andie feels like she has finally met the
heartless tycoon that everyone describes. Although he isn’t able to respond in
kind, Antonio feels far more than he would like when the lovely Andie professes
her love for him. He knows that he wants to protect her, that he doesn’t want her
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to leave him, but he isn’t ready to be that vulnerable again. Her departure leaves
him empty, until one day she shows up at his office, scared, too thin, still painfully
beautiful…and pregnant. This time around, he is determined to keep her with him.
He doesn’t know what he feels, but he knows that he can’t live without her.
Living a double life can be perilous. Especially when you find a man so intriguing,
so compelling, that his very presence leaves one shaking with desire and
emotions never before experienced. Antonia Attracelli experiences this, plus so
much more, on the day she is introduced to Brett Hancock, a man used to getting
his own way. so when he sets his sights on Antonia, she's fighting to remain
independent and free from his charming, alluring web of passion. When she
realizes that she can't fight him, her world erupts into an unending fairy land of
desire and love.
Will this new beginning… …lead to her forever family? ER nurse Molly O’Keefe is
starting over! But she isn’t ready to let sexy Dr. Nathan Lupton into her life. Still reeling
from her painful past, Molly isn’t sure she can trust her feelings—especially as Nathan
wants a family she may not be able to give him. But then their irresistible temptation
spills over—and results in a double baby surprise that could bond them together forever!
“Overall, Ms. Mackay has delivered a really good read in this book where the chemistry
between this couple was strong; the romance was delightful and had me loving how
these two come together....” —Harlequin Junkie on The Italian Surgeon’s Secret Baby
“...a beautifully-crafted and emotionally-rousing read.... The way this story ended left
me smiling....” —Harlequin Junkie on The New Year Baby Surprise
Harlequin Medical Romance brings you a collection of three new titles, available now!
Enjoy these stories packed with pulse-racing romance and heart-racing medical drama.
This Harlequin Medical Romance box set includes: THE DOCTOR’S WIFE FOR
KEEPS Rescued Hearts by Alison Roberts He let her go once… But now surgeon Luke
Anderson has realized pediatrician Kate Saunders might be the one women who was
worth waiting for! TWIN SURPRISE FOR THE ITALIAN DOC Rescued Hearts by Alison
Roberts Paramedic Georgia Bennett has never forgotten the night she shared with Dr.
Matteo Martini. Or that it led to such surprising consequences… FROM BACHELOR TO
DADDY The Halliday Family by Meredith Webber Is one night of sizzling passion with
single mom Dr. Emma Crawford enough to persuade Marty Graham to embrace the
future—as part of her family? Join HarlequinMyRewards.com to earn FREE books and
more. Earn points for all your Harlequin purchases from wherever you shop.
The Doctor's Wife for Keeps by Alison Roberts He let her go once... Surgeon Luke
Anderson no longer believes in happy-ever-afters, but when he meets her again is the
sizzling chemistry between him and paediatrician Kate Saunders enough to convince
him otherwise?Twin Surprise for the Italian Doc by Alison Roberts It started with just
one night... Paramedic Georgia Bennett has never forgotten the night she shared with
delectable Matteo, but she didn't expect it would lead to such surprising consequences.
And as he walks towards her at her friend Kate's wedding Georgia realises she must
tell him the truth...
From the first moment he’d arrived, Sheik Malik bin Saqqaf had thrown her life into
chaos. And the longer he stayed, the more she fell in love with him. But could she trust
him? He’d betrayed her once, should she risk it again? They’d been lovers four years
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ago, a relationship that had resulted in her wonderful twin boys. Now he was back and
he wanted into her life once again. She had to tell him about his sons, but she didn’t
want to take him back into her life.
Learn about how it all began! The Boarding School Series features a group of five boys
and one girl: Damon, Grayson, Stefan, Malik, Harrison, and Scarlet. This collection of
introduction stories explains how they met and some of their adventures together at
Headmaster Evan’s school. It also includes an excerpt of the first book in the series:
The Greek’s Forgotten Wife. Chapters include: First meeting The soccer match New
living quarters Homework Late night rendezvous Off to the races Revenge is a dish
best served anonymously So long, for now Turnabout is fair play Scarlett’s graduation
Ever since she’d realized men were more than just irritants, Chloe had been fascinated
by Sam Marchant. As the years went by, that fascination had grown into infatuation, to
the point where simple dates with other men left her cold and unmoved. So when Sam
showed up in her life once again, larger than life and sexier than ever, Chloe was
furious that she still had feelings for this man who would take her out to dinner one
night, talk and laugh and make her feel special, then go out with another woman the
following night. She tried very hard to hate Sam for that betrayal, but her body couldn’t
resist the allure of his magnificent physique. It was like her mind was telling her to run
but her feet were…not just standing still but wrapping themselves around Sam’s waist
while her mouth kissed him with all the longing and need pent up for years. Sam
stepped in and gave her the courage to follow her dream. And that led to one incredible
night in his bed. A night Sam was unwilling to allow being a one night stand. Getting
Chloe to the altar though was going to be his biggest challenge because she was afraid
of him for reasons she refused to discuss. He would win though, and he’d show her a
love as big as the Texas sky. She just had to trust herself enough to let that love into
her heart.
It started with just one night… But Dr. Matteo Martini is in for a double surprise!
Paramedic Georgia Bennett has never forgotten the night of no strings she shared with
delectable Matteo, but never expected it would lead to the most surprising of
consequences. And as he walks toward her at her best friend Kate’s wedding, Georgia
knows she has to tell him the truth…
Gerald tells of the very unusual animals he would add to the zoo, if he were in charge.

Dante Liakos had yet another challenge to overcome in securing his business
empire’s future, but this one was much more personal in nature – the need for a
wife and an heir. Without them, he could lose control of the empire he had
worked so hard to rebuild and expand. However, as he had found so many times
before, turning a challenge into a success was about recognizing the right
opportunity and acting upon it decisively. In Jayden Hart, he saw such an
opportunity, enclosed in the rare combination of innocence, beauty and brilliance
- a combination he couldn't resist despite his attempts to remain aloof from the
relationship! Normally poised and self-assured, Jayden’s world had taken an
alarming turn. What initially had seemed like a nuisance was quickly becoming a
significant threat to her business, her family, and her whole way of life! And she
had no idea how to avoid catastrophe. Dante’s suggested solution presented a
potential lifeline, but with what strings attached? Would the solution be worse
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than the crisis that had required it? And how was she to avoid falling in love with
her secret husband?
The Doctor's Wife For Keeps Seeing paediatrician Kate Saunders again, Luke
can feel the chemistry that still sizzles between them. But, bruised from his failed
marriage, he doesn't believe in happy-ever-afters anymore. That is, until he's
reminded of the marriage pact they made in college - and he realises that Kate
might be the one woman worth waiting for! Twin Surprise For The Italian Doc
Paramedic Georgia Bennett has never forgotten the night with no strings she
shared with delectable Matteo, but she's never expected that it will lead to the
most surprising of consequences. And, as he walks towards her at her best friend
Kate's wedding, Georgia knows she has to tell him the truth...
Get the Hart Sister's Trilogy- all three, USA Today's Best Selling stories, for only
$6.99! The Billionaire’s Secret Marriage Dante Liakos had yet another challenge
to overcome in securing his business empire’s future, but this one was much
more personal in nature – the need for a wife and an heir. Without them, he could
lose control of the empire he had worked so hard to rebuild and expand.
However, as he had found so many times before, turning a challenge into a
success was about recognizing the right opportunity and acting upon it decisively.
In Jayden Hart, he saw such an opportunity, enclosed in the rare combination of
innocence, beauty and brilliance - a combination he couldn't resist despite his
attempts to remain aloof from the relationship! Normally poised and self-assured,
Jayden’s world had taken an alarming turn. What initially had seemed like a
nuisance was quickly becoming a significant threat to her business, her family,
and her whole way of life! And she had no idea how to avoid catastrophe.
Dante’s suggested solution presented a potential lifeline, but with what strings
attached? Would the solution be worse than the crisis that had required it? And
how was she to avoid falling in love with her secret husband? The Italian’s Twin
Surprise Five years ago, Janine Hart fell in love – and her world fell apart. She
found herself pregnant and in love with a man who didn’t know how to love.
Anyone! So she left and came back to the arms of her family, pulled her life
together and gave birth to two beautiful twin daughters. Now Micah is back and
he wants to try again. He’s willing to try things her way, but can she risk being
hurt again? And how was she to explain that he was a father? How could she tell
this powerful, Italian male that she wouldn’t put herself into that position again –
especially when she couldn’t avoid falling into his arms? The Forbidden Russian
Lover Jilted at the altar! Good grief, Jasmine really could pick ‘em! But she was
resilient and decided to go on the honeymoon anyway. She would learn to live as
an independent woman and be happy with her life. What she hadn’t anticipated
was falling into the arms of the horrible, critical and enticingly handsome Antoniv
Petrov. Literally! His strong arms and wealth were everything she could not want
in a man. She had to find her own way! Her sisters had both fallen for wealthy,
powerful men and Jasmine was determined to be different. Besides, Antoniv only
wanted a sexual relationship and the Hart sisters seemed to have inherited a
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crazy fertility somehow – both had gotten pregnant despite precautions. So there
was no way she was going to risk getting involved with the amazingly handsome
Russian billionaire. There were too many reasons to stay away from them. But
only one reason she couldn’t – she wanted him! Antoniv couldn’t believe the
little spitfire who had fallen into his arms. She was a sexy little siren that he was
determined to have in his bed. One by one, he eliminated all of the excuses she
had for avoiding a relationship with him. And in the end, Atoniv Petrov always
gets what he wants.
Her baby surprise proves… …that one night will never be enough! Reeling from the
secrets that have torn his heritage apart, Enzo Bartolini is set on selling his
family’s Tuscan vineyard and trying to forget the impulsive, dazzling night he and
best friend Sylvie shared in Paris. While the sale moves forward, the thrilling
awareness between him and Sylvie is harder to move past…especially when she
upends Enzo’s world by revealing she’s carrying his baby!
Emotionally abused all her life by a domineering father, Emma thought she might
have a shot at happiness after his death. But then she heard the terms of his will!
She must marry Jason Montenegro and give birth to a son. Only then would he
give her the location of her mother – a woman who Emma thought had
abandoned her at the age of five, only to find out that she had been fighting for
custody all these years. Jason was livid that Emma’s father had information
about his past and wouldn’t divulge the answer until he married Emma – a
woman whose reputation was worse than his own. And he had to produce a child
with this woman? So be it! He’d do anything to get that information, even marry a
woman who had apparently slept with any man that crossed her path. But as he
got to know the gentle beauty, he discovered that she was nothing like her father.
She was kind and sweet, generous to a fault. And he was falling in love with his
enemy’s daughter!
Can they afford to risk their friendship… …by giving in to their desire? Following her
painful divorce, nomadic midwife Isabella Nicholson is determined to put down
roots, and where better than in London with best friend obstetrician Raphael
Dubois? However, temporarily living together leads to an unexpected yet
powerful attraction… And when Izzy discovers Rafe has been hiding his own
attraction, the temptation suddenly becomes hard to resist! A London Hospital
Midwives novel London Hospital Midwives quartet Book 1 — Cinderella and the
Surgeon by Scarlet Wilson Book 2 — Miracle Baby for the Midwife by Tina Beckett
Book 3 — Reunited by Their Secret Daughter by Emily Forbes Book 4 — A Fling to
Steal Her Heart “Overall, Ms. Mackay has delivered a really good read in this
book where the chemistry between this couple was strong; the romance was
delightful and had me loving how these two come together….” —Harlequin Junkie
on The Italian Surgeon’s Secret Baby “What an interesting and entertaining read
Ms. Mackay has delivered in this medical romance where the main characters
have had tough pasts that make them the wonderful characters they are….”
—Harlequin Junkie on ER Doc’s Forever Gift
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They shared only one night of passion, but the memory of it has stayed with
Damien ever since. He’d searched for her for months, but even with his
considerable resources, with only her first name to go on, he’d been
unsuccessful. Now, six years later, Damien is speechless when he finds Jemma
by chance on a farm in the rolling hills of the Virginia countryside. The woman he
has sought for so long, and yet she won’t come with him now? But Damien
won’t give up so easily. Damien’s appearance after so many years rocks
Jemma’s comfortable, if simple existence. He has never left her memory either how could he with such a visible reminder? Her son - their son - Dylan is now a
precocious five, and the light of her life. Although Damien didn’t recognize him,
Jemma feels honor bound to tell him about his son. But how will he react? Will he
try to take Dylan away?
Caught! Princess Ciala couldn’t believe that she’d been captured and was
standing in a police station, goons all around her. And the biggest (albeit
incredibly handsome) goon of all was stealing her camera along with all of her
research! She couldn’t let this happen. And when she found a way to escape,
she took it. Unfortunately, the very next day, that same goon, even more dashing
in a suit and tie, stood next to her brother and was introduced to her as Sheik
Jurar al Tinoor of Drakar! Jurar was still fuming about a rebel’s escape – not to
mention his realization that the rebel was a woman. And then he ran into her
again in his rival’s palace! After listening to the lovely woman, and discovering a
powerful attraction, he decided that the only solution was to marry her. But was
she working with the rebel leader? The evidence was starting to unfold – against
her!
Sierra couldn’t catch a break! Every time she thought she’d gotten her life back
on track, something happened to cause it to come crashing down around her.
She’d paid for her father’s arrest, her mother’s death and now…now she would
pay for her brother’s crimes! Marriage to Harrison Aimsworth, Duke of Selton?
He was the man who knew all of her secrets! And now he was demanding that
she provide him with an heir? What more could go wrong with her world?
Harrison had to marry and produce an heir or he’d lose his title. And he had a
very short period of time in which to accomplish that miracle. Unfortunately, the
only woman who had ever affected him wouldn’t give him the time of day…until
he discovered her brother stealing priceless artifacts out of his home. Now he
could manipulate the situation to his benefit. The woman who had evaded him for
so many years would finally be his!
Married for six years, and still a virgin! Sasha had fallen in love with Damon at
first sight, only to live for the next six years in almost complete isolation from him.
She had tried desperately to turn herself into the perfect wife for his infrequent
visits, but no more! She was through trying to become someone she wasn’t. And
she was finished reading about his mistresses in the tabloids. She’d had
enough! So why did her heart race when he walked through the door? And how
did she end up in his bed? Damon Galanos had been forced to marry Sasha to
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retain ownership of his ancestral home, but he never intending to stay married to
the innocent girl. However, after destroying her grandfather for his blackmail,
Damon found that he couldn’t get Sasha out of his mind. So he returned to his
“wife”, realizing she had become a beautiful woman – one he planned to explore
further. Imagine his surprise when his docile wife demanded a divorce!
Six young girls stepping out into a scary world, from very different backgrounds
and circumstances, and yet, they bond together and succeed despite obstacles.
This short novella introduces you to each of the friends: Tamara comes across to
the world as tough and indomitable, but she’s vulnerable and scared
underneath. Despite that, she is determined to make her way in the world and
applies some interesting methods to avoid her wedding day and fiancé. Willow is
a gentle soul who is searching for her way. She refuses to be a pawn in her
father’s career and love life anymore. She slowly builds up her business as a
YouTube sensation – then is sent notice of a relative she’d never heard of! Naya
is possibly the most tender of these ladies, but she hides it well – at least from
everyone except for the man who unexpectedly steps into her life. But she hides
her real self from the world with a defiant lift of her chin and barrels forward. Lana
is a fabulous artist but not the best when it comes to running her father’s
business. She’s proud and loyal – almost to her detriment. Ella is oblivious to
caution! She pushes through life as if there are no obstacles. Her determination
to reveal all the wrongs in the world leads to her success, but also leads her to a
man she can’t control. Cassandra (Cassy) is deeply wounded by her past, but
refuses to allow it to hinder her ambition. She’s tough and determined – as well
as soft and tender when she falls in love.
Needing space and a breath of fresh air, Prince Turken del Abbas Samara,
Kilar’s Minister of Defense, slips out of the palace alone, never suspecting that
the rebels would be watching. But Turk’s capture proved that he had not been as
stealthy as he’d thought. Fortunately, he’s brought to a doctor with silver eyes, a
tender touch and a body that he would love to possess. Fate has brought Doctor
Raven Bishop to his side, and he’s determined not to fight it. She is too
delectable to resist. Raven couldn’t believe the giant man that had been brought
into her surgery. But as he recovered, she found herself lying to protect him,
fearing for his safety. Unfortunately, in saving Turk’s life, she finds herself swept
away with his escape. The protector becomes the captive. But how can a
relationship work between someone who saves lives and a soldier who’s
prepared to take them?
She’d captured his heart – and then disappeared. After a frantic search, Malik
realized that his fiancée had not been kidnapped. She’d simply left him! Despite
her cruel departure, Malik had tracked her and stood poised to knock on her
door. But the sounds from the other side confused and concerned him – was that
a baby’s cry? Had his former lover fallen into the arms of another man? Jina just
wanted sleep! If she couldn’t have the man of her dreams, she would settle for a
good night’s sleep. But with a teething daughter and a full time job, finding sleep
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was as elusive as finding love… She had known love, of course, but no – she
couldn’t think about Malik. He was better off without her. And then he showed up
at her door!
In Montreal for political reasons, Sheik Ramzi del Abbas Samara discovers the
lovely Mia Fortelle. Her eyes capture him and after a brief but powerful courtship,
he convinces the lovely woman to marry him. As ruler, he understands his role
and the need to find a wife and produce an heir. But until he finds Mia, he has
resisted that irksome responsibility. For three incredible months, Ramzi believes
that he has found heaven. And then the unthinkable happens! He finds her in the
arms of another man! Mia is dumbfounded! After so many nights in Ramzi’s
arms, blissfully loving the incredible man, she finds herself ousted from his life
without any way to defend herself. And what’s worse, Mia is pregnant. Pregnant,
alone, scared, and still in love with her husband.
Top surgeon, devoted single dad… the doctor to open her heart? Flying to Rome
to separate conjoined twins is just the fresh start that Autumn needs. Her latest
breakup has proved that her heart belongs only to surgery. But lead surgeon and
widower Giovanni Lombardi has her pulse racing, and his adorable daughter
awakens a longing for a family Autumn never thought she wanted—until now… A
Double Miracle at St Nicolino's Hospital novel Double Miracle at St Nicolino's
Hospital duet Book 1 - A Family Made in Rome by Annie O’Neil Book 2 –
Reawakened by the Italian Surgeon by Scarlet Wilson “His Blind Date Bride was
a solid romance that flowed well from beginning to end. Ms. Wilson did a great
job of showing the buildup of a relationship that starts with chemistry and evolves
into friendship and love. And that made the book a joy to read.” -Goodreads
“…charming and oh so passionate, Cinderella and the Surgeon was everything I
love about Harlequin Medicals. Author Scarlet Wilson created a flowing story rich
with flawed but likable characters and…will be sure to delight readers and have
them sighing happily with that sweet ending.” -Harlequin Junkie
Marissa must save her sister from marriage to a stranger, and save herself from
marriage to a horrible man. But trying to seduce the too arrogant and too sexy
Zeke Vaughn is too much for her. In the end, she couldn’t do it. Zeke Vaughn
sees the lovely, blushing Marissa Berutelli and immediately decides that she will
be his next lover. He’s even amused at her anger when he is open and honest
about his intentions. But when he discovers the truth about her father, Zeke
sweeps Marissa away, despite her objections, determined to save her from a
cruel and disgusting fate. Marissa has lived life with secrets and tragedy and
she’s confused about Zeke’s intentions. The hurried wedding didn’t seem real
and until Zeke can trust her with the truth, their relationship can’t survive. Can
Marissa trust a man who keeps secrets from her? Zeke thinks he’s protecting
her, but it only angers her when he won’t trust her with the truth, about his
feelings for her and what’s happening with her father.
Just one night… …double the consequences! Dr. Adeline Turner is horrified when Dr.
Elias Garcia arrives as the chief rival for her dream fellowship. She could really do
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without their instant—and inconvenient—mutual attraction! Burned before, Adeline never
mixes business with pleasure. Until Elias has Adeline breaking all her rules. But when
she finds out that she’s pregnant with twins, they’re suddenly forced to rethink their
dreams—together! “Baby Bombshell for the Doctor Prince is an emotional swoon-worthy
romance…. Author Amy Ruttan beautifully brought these two characters together making
them move towards their happy ever after. Highly recommended for all readers of
romance.” -Goodreads “Her writing style is still fresh and imaginative, while keeping
me flipping pages to know what will happen next. I felt like I was right there with the
characters and couldn’t get enough of this couple.” -Goodreads on Pregnant with the
Paramedic's Baby
Harlequin Medical Romance brings you a collection of three new titles, available now!
Enjoy these stories packed with pulse-racing romance and heart-racing medical drama.
This Harlequin Medical Romance box set includes: REUNITED BY THEIR SECRET
DAUGHTER London Hospital Midwives by Emily Forbes Gorgeous doctor Xander
Jameson disappeared without a trace after their unforgettable fling. Now he’s back and
midwife Chloe Larson must reveal her three-year-old secret… A FLING TO STEAL HER
HEART London Hospital Midwives by Sue MacKay When nomadic midwife Izzy
Nicholson temporarily moves in with her best friend, obstetrician Raphael Dubois, a
powerful—and mutual—attraction sparks! STOLEN KISS WITH THE SINGLE MOM by
Deanne Anders One fraught night shift, ER doctor Scott’s promise to protect single
mom nurse Lacey leads to an electrifying encounter!
Ignoring or avoiding Mikhail Benovich was not an option. When he wanted something,
he went after it with everything. Seeing Kristen across the room, he decided he wanted
her. A month after their first meeting, they were married. Two months later, Kristen
found herself pregnant. And two months after that, her unborn baby girl was fighting for
her life. Kristen left the stressful lifestyle, but never meant to leave Mikhail. Diligently,
she sent him a letter each month detailing the progress of her pregnancy, the birth of
their beautiful baby girl, and all the milestones of her young life. Three years later,
Mikhail finds one of those letters and is furious, unaware until that moment that he is a
father! He immediately goes to find his daughter, determined to win custody, only to find
that, not only does his daughter recognize him, but his three year old daughter is
barreling towards him, throwing herself into his arms in her excitement that he’d finally
arrived. Something doesn’t add up and he’s determined to get to the bottom of the
issue. And get his family back, even if his estranged wife is opposed.
A knock at the door… Will change her life! After the heartbreak of losing her husband
and baby, GP Sophie Bradford donated her eggs hoping to bring happiness to another
couple, instead. Then Dr. Finn Connelly arrives on her doorstep with his orphaned
nieces — and her biological twin girls! Sophie had vowed never to risk creating another
family, but Finn and her adorable little daughters start to melt the ice around her heart…
“The first three books of this series are engrossing and fast-paced and this story is no
different. Really, right from the beginning, this story had me hooked….” Harlequin Junkie
on Rescued by Her Mr. Right “Ms. Roberts has delivered a really good read to open
this series where the chemistry between this couple was intense; the romance was
special…and the words the hero says to the heroine that shows how in love he is with
her.” Harlequin Junkie on The Shy Nurse’s Rebel Doc
Two horrific, brutal accidents…one massive miscommunication! After one torrid night
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and some devastating news, Stevie Hunt discovers that she’s pregnant. She tried to do
the right thing by telling the father, but circumstances prevented her efforts. From
superstar quarterback to billionaire entrepreneur, Janus Meyers thought he had it all.
Until he discovered that there was more…two more, actually. Twins! Five year old twins
that he knew nothing about! Since Janus’ father had abandoned him before he was
born, there was nothing that was going to stand in his way of being there for his own
children. Especially when he discovers that their mother is none other than the woman
who hadn’t been there for him during the one crushing moment of his football career.
Stevie was devastated when the man she hated more than anything…shows up and
finally decides that he’s ready to be a father! At the most painful point in her life, this
man had abandoned her! Can she trust him to care for their children’s tender hearts
more than he cared for her own so many years ago? Can she risk her own
heart…again?
Their passion is forbidden… Her pregnancy? Shocking! The only thing standing between
CEO Matteo Combe and his company is Dr Sarina Fellows’s character assessment.
She’s dealt with arrogant men like Matteo before and won’t be intimidated. But
untouched Sarina isn’t prepared for the intense fire Matteo ignites in her! Succumbing
to indescribable pleasure changes everything between them. Especially when she
discovers she’s pregnant—with the powerful Italian’s twins! Meet the billionaire and his
two baby bombshells! The Combe Family Scandals miniseries Book 1 — The Italian’s
Twin Consequences Book 2 — Untamed Billionaire’s Innocent Bride Book 3 — His Two
Royal Secrets “I enjoyed everything about this story with its fairy-tale like quality and
passionate romance. It’s going on my keeper shelf!” —Harlequin Junkie on My Bought
Virgin Wife “An intense, passionate, romantic read” —Goodreads Reader on Sheikh’s
Secret Love-Child
Their story began five years ago. Callie fell madly, crazily in love with Zahir. But the war
in his country was raging and nurturing their relationship was tenuous at best. When
Callie was captured, the experience was terrifying. Zahir found and rescued her, but he
knew it would be impossible to insulate her from danger in his country. Despite his
wishes to be together, he knew that to keep her safe he must send her away. However,
he wouldn’t let her go until she was his bride. In a secret wedding, he married her, and
then spirited her to safety. She arrived in her haven traumatized, fearful, homeless…and
pregnant. Slowly, she rebuilt her life, gave birth to her son and somehow learned to get
on with living without Zahir. For five long years, Callie recovered from the nightmare of
her captivity. And she raises her son. When Zahir enters her life once more, she can’t
believe that the fire between them is hotter than before. But she refuses to give in,
despite its intensity. She’s too afraid that the peace between the previously warring
countries will end and that she or her son could be in peril again. She yearns to feel
safe, but can she defy her heart or deny her son his father?
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A witty and emotionally charged novel that delves
into the heart of a marriage, and how those we love and think we know best can
sometimes surprise us the most “A delightful take on the mixed blessings of marital
longevity.”—People After ten years together, Sylvie and Dan have a comfortable home,
fulfilling jobs, and beautiful twin girls, and they communicate so seamlessly they finish
each other’s sentences. They have a happy marriage and believe they know
everything there is to know about each other. Until it’s casually mentioned to them that
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they could be together for another sixty-eight years . . . and panic sets in. They decide
to bring surprises into their marriage to keep it fresh and fun. But in their pursuit of
Project Surprise Me—from unexpected gifts to restaurant dates to sexy photo
shoots—mishaps arise, with disastrous and comical results. Gradually, surprises turn to
shocking truths. And when a scandal from the past is uncovered, they begin to wonder
if they ever really knew each other at all. With a colorful cast of eccentric characters,
razor-sharp observations, and her signature wit and charm, Sophie Kinsella presents a
humorous yet moving portrait of a marriage—its intricacies, comforts, and complications.
Surprise Me reveals that hidden layers in a close relationship are often yet to be
discovered. Praise for Surprise Me “Genuinely funny.”—The New York Times Book
Review “Unexpected and wholly satisfying.”—USA Today “In her signature fashion,
Sophie Kinsella brings a cast of quirky, funny characters to this new work. [She] keeps
the laughs coming. . . . Readers will follow the story with bated breath as the couple
struggle to make their marriage right after everything they thought they knew about
each other proves wrong.”—Library Journal “Heartfelt . . . What at first seems like a light
novel about familiar woes turns into a deeper story about trust, family, and
perception.”—Publishers Weekly “Winsome and zesty, Kinsella’s latest delivers all the
hallmarks her many fans have come to expect.”—Booklist “Pure fun . . . a hilariously
moving look at marriage and the power of mixing things up.”—Kirkus Reviews
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